Time-resolved high-harmonic spectroscopy of the photodissociation of CH$_3$I and CF$_3$I
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The photodissociation dynamics of iodomethane (CH$_3$I) and trifluoroiodomethane (CF$_3$I) have been studied using time-resolved high-harmonic spectroscopy. The molecules were photoexcited in a transient grating geometry to their respective A bands by laser pulses centered at 267 nm and were probed through high-harmonic generation driven by a delayed 800 nm laser pulse. Both molecules display a fast buildup of the diffracted high harmonics (H$_9$-H$_{15}$) followed by a slower decay, while the undiffracted harmonics exhibit an opposite modulation. The time scales on which the signals reach their asymptotic values were found to be slower in CF$_3$I compared to CH$_3$I and to weakly increase with high-harmonic order in both molecules. In the case of CH$_3$I the obtained time scales are in agreement with dissociation times measured by other techniques. Our results on CF$_3$I constitute the first time-resolved measurements of the A-band dissociation. A simple theoretical model for the variation of the harmonic phase induced by the changing vertical ionisation potential is combined with one-dimensional nuclear wave packet propagation and shown to qualitatively account for the main observations.
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1. Introduction

Chemical reactions are the result of the concerted dynamics of valence electrons and atomic motions. Obtaining a detailed understanding of these fundamental phenomena requires the development of methods that offer simultaneously a high temporal resolution and a high sensitivity to the structure of the valence shell. Important progress has been made in recent years through the technique of high-harmonic generation that provides attosecond pulse trains in the extreme ultraviolet (XUV). The generation of isolated attosecond pulses has driven the development of several time-resolved techniques [1–3]. The isolation of single high-harmonic orders has made time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy in the XUV possible [4, 5]. In addition to being a promising source of radiation, high-harmonic generation can also be used as a technique to investigate the structure and dynamics of the generating medium. This application, which is known as high-harmonic spectroscopy (HHS), has been used to study the dynamics of molecules initially prepared in their electronic ground state. The non-resonant excitation of rotational and vibrational wave packets has been exploited to characterise the high-harmonic emission of molecules as a function of their spatial orientation [6–12] or as a function of vibrational displacements [13, 14], respectively. These experiments, among many others, have
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revealed the sensitivity of high-harmonic generation to the electronic structure of molecules. Applying HHS to electronically excited states supporting photochemical dynamics has however remained a challenge because of the low excitation fractions typical for femtosecond time-resolved experiments. Recently, we have introduced time-resolved HHS (TRHHS) and have shown that the technique offers a natural solution to the problem of weak excitations [15, 16]. The high-harmonic emissions from all species present in the sample are phase-locked to the generating laser field. This situation results in a coherent detection of the weak emissions from transient species against the strong background provided by the unexcited molecules, resulting in a high sensitivity. Combined with the transient grating technique [17–19], both amplitude and phase of the emission can be measured [10, 15], providing detailed insight into the structure and dynamics of molecules. Time-resolved high-harmonic spectroscopy has been applied so far to the photodissociation of Br₂ [15, 16] and to non-adiabatic dynamics at conical intersections in NO₂ [20, 21].

The general principles and the specificities of TRHHS have been outlined and analysed recently [22]. This work showed that the signals measured in TRHHS reflect two complementary aspects of excited-state dynamics. In adiabatic dynamics, taking place on a single potential energy surface, the temporal variation of the high-harmonic emission reflects the changing electronic structure of the excited-state wave packet and the variation of the vertical ionisation energy. In non-adiabatic dynamics involving intersections of multiple electronic potential energy surfaces, the population dynamics contribute to the observed signal in addition to the temporal variation resulting from wave-packet motion. Since the photodissociation dynamics of polyatomic molecules is in general complex, further experiments are desirable to reach a better understanding of the principles, the potential and the limitations of the method.

In this article, we study the photodissociation of CH₃I following excitation to the A-band and compare the results with those of other methods. In addition, we study CF₃I which is known to have similar dissociative electronic states but for which no time scale for the A-band photodissociation dynamics of CF₃I has been reported. The knowledge about the photochemical dynamics of these molecules dates back to the discovery of the first laser relying on photodissociation by Kasper and Pimentel in 1964 [23]. Lasing was observed at 1.3 µm as a consequence of population inversion in the fine-structure levels of the atomic iodine photofragment. A detailed study using velocity-map imaging of the fragments showed that photoexcitation at 267 nm prepares almost exclusively the 3Q₀+ state in a parallel transition. This state correlates with the CH₃ + I(2P₁/2) channel and has an intersection with the 1Q₁ state that is weakly populated through a non-adiabatic transition, yielding a small population in the CH₃ + I(2P₃/2) channel [24].

The first time-resolved measurements on methyl iodide were performed by Zhong and Zewail in 1998 using the kinetic-energy time-of-flight (KETOF) method. They obtained a dissociation time of 125 fs, defined as the appearance time of the methyl fragment which was detected through resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionisation (REMPI) [25]. Recently, Bañares and co-workers studied the photodissociation of methyl iodide by combining REMPI with velocity-map-imaging detection of the fragments, allowing them to resolve the dissociation times of the methyl fragments associated with each of the two dissociation channels. They obtained appearance times of 80±20 fs for the CH₃ + I(2P₁/2) channel and 40±20 fs for the CH₃ + I(2P₃/2) channel [26]. In a complementary experiment, the same group used multiphoton ionisation to probe the dissociation dynamics. Since this detection method is non-resonant, it gives access to the temporal evolution of the transient photoexcited species. Using non-resonant strong-field ionisation, delayed maxima in the
fragment ion yields and exponential decay times of 50±20 fs for the CH$_3^+$ signal and 40±20 fs for the I$^+$ signal were obtained [27]. Time-resolved studies of the intramolecular vibrational dynamics of CH$_3$I have been reported by Quack et al. both in the gas phase and in solution showing that ultrafast vibrational energy redistribution is governed by three different time scales [28, 29].

In the case of CF$_3$I, the time scale of dissociation following excitation to the A band has not been reported but a time span of 150-350 fs has been estimated from the anisotropy factor of the photofragments [30]. In addition several simultaneously occurring multiphoton processes related to the A-band photodissociation have been observed [31]. Time-resolved studies have also been performed on the dynamics of Rydberg states accessed through multiphoton excitation [32]. The photodissociation of CF$_3$I induced by multiphoton absorption at 10 µm has also been studied and the populations of fine- and hyperfine levels of the iodine photofragment have been measured by high-resolution diode laser spectroscopy (see [33] and references therein).

2. Method

2.1. Experiment

The experimental setup consisted of an amplified Ti:sapphire laser system, generating 25 fs laser pulses centred at 800 nm with a repetition rate of 1 kHz and a vacuum chamber for the generation and characterisation of extreme-ultraviolet (XUV) high-harmonic radiation. The output of the laser system was separated into a pump and a probe beam using a beam splitter. The pump pulses were generated by frequency tripling the 800 nm laser pulses. This was achieved by frequency-doubling the 800 nm laser beam in a beta-barium borate (BBO) crystal, compensating the group delay of the emerging 400 nm pulses with respect to the 800 nm pulses by means of a calcite plate, rotating the polarisations of the 800 and 400 nm pulses into the same plane using a zero-order λ/2-waveplate at 800 nm (i.e. λ at 400 nm), and performing the sum-frequency mixing (800+400 nm) in a second BBO crystal. The 267 nm pulses were reflected on two lowpass dichroic mirrors to separate the remaining 400 nm and 800 nm radiation. The 267 nm beam was split into two beams of equal intensity using a 50:50 beamsplitter. One of the two beams was sent over a translation stage that controlled the delay between the two pulses. The beams were subsequently aligned parallel to each other and to the 800 nm probe beam with which they were recombined using a lowpass dichroic mirror. A vertical distance of ∼±1 cm between the central probe beam and the vertically displaced pump beams was chosen, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

The time delay Δt between the pump and probe pulses was controlled by a motorised delay stage. All three beams were focused into the experimental chamber using a single f = 45 cm spherical aluminum mirror. The angle of ∼1.5° between the pump beams created a vertically-modulated transient grating in the focus with a spatial periodicity Λ of about 10 µm. Typical energies of the pump pulses were around 10 µJ, the high-harmonic-generating probe pulse had energies around 0.9 mJ. A General Valve operating at a repetition rate of 100 Hz with a backing pressure of 4 bar was used to generate a cold supersonic gas expansion of the investigated molecules into vacuum. Helium was bubbled through liquid CH$_3$I held at room temperature whereas the gaseous CF$_3$I was premixed with He in a ratio of 1:5. Higher dilution of the samples led to a significant deterioration of the signal because of the quadratic dependence of the high-harmonic generation signal on the target density. The synchronisation between laser and gas pulses was chosen.
Figure 1. Schematic representation of the experimental setup: Two synchronized pump pulses centered at 267 nm cross at their focus, where they generate an intensity grating that induces a spatial modulation of the excited population of the CX$_3$I ($X = H, F$) molecules. The delayed probe pulse generates high harmonics in the structured sample, resulting in a modulation of the amplitude and phase of the near-field emission which causes diffraction in the far field. The high-harmonic emission is spectrally dispersed using an XUV grating and detected in the far field. When the pump pulses precede the probe pulse, first-order diffraction ($m = \pm 1$) is observed in the far field in addition to the undiffracted radiation ($m = 0$). (See text for additional information on the setup).

such that the early part of the supersonic expansion was probed to minimize the presence of clusters. The rotational cooling was optimized and the cluster formation was further suppressed by adjusting the experimental conditions such as to optimize the contrast of the rotational revivals following impulsive alignment of CH$_3$I [34]. A cylindrical XUV grating spectrally dispersed the high-harmonic emission in the horizontal plane while allowing free propagation in the vertical direction (see Fig. 1). The spectrally-resolved far-field high-harmonic profiles were acquired using a microchannel-plate (MCP) detector coupled to a phosphor screen.

2.2. Data Analysis

Typical spectrally resolved far-field harmonic profiles are displayed in Fig. 2. At negative delays, i.e. when the probe pulse precedes the pump pulses, the regular odd harmonics H$_9$–H$_{21}$ are observed (Fig. 2a). As in previous publications, this undiffracted radiation is designated as $m = 0$, the zeroth order of the transient grating. At zero delay, i.e. when the pump and probe pulses temporally overlap, four additional vertically displaced sidebands appear, two above and two below each harmonic order (Fig. 2b). The two peaks closest to $m = 0$ originate from wave mixing between the 267 nm pump pulses and the 800 nm probe pulse. We therefore designate them as $wm = \pm 1$. Conservation of the linear photon momenta, energies and total parity dictates the position where this emission appears on the
detector. Following Ref. [35], these emissions can be labeled by \((n_1, n_2)\) according to the net numbers \(n_1\) of 800 nm photons and \(n_2\) of 267 nm photons that are involved in their generation. The emissions highlighted by the boxes in Fig. 2b correspond to \((10,1)\) and \((16,-1)\), where each process contributes to both spots depending on which of the two pump pulses is involved in the generation process. The two weaker spots located outside the boxes have contributions from both wave mixing \((7,2)\) and \((19,-2)\), as well as diffraction resulting from the molecular excitation grating.

At positive pump-probe delays (Fig. 2c), diffraction form the transient grating \((m = \pm 1)\) is the only contributor to this emission that is highlighted by boxes in Fig. 2c. In the present experiments, as in previous ones [15, 20, 21, 35], we have found that wave mixing is strongly suppressed for perpendicular polarisations of pump and probe pulses. For sufficiently low intensities of the excitation pulses the contribution of wave mixing to the diffracted radiation can therefore be neglected. This is not the case in parallel polarisations, where wave mixing is always observed as a strong contribution. The signal intensity as a function of the pump-probe delay traces was obtained by selecting the areas corresponding to these different optical processes in the acquired far-field high-harmonic spectra.

Since no transient grating is present for negative time delays, the intensity in the \(m = \pm 1\) regions is expected to be zero before the arrival of the pump pulses. Thus, the average of the integrated intensity in these areas was treated as constant background and subtracted from the signal. The integrated intensities of all five emission maxima in each harmonic order \((m = 0, \pm 1; \text{wm} = \pm 1)\) were normalised with respect to the signal measured in \(m = 0\) at negative time delays. The wave-mixing signal provides the cross-correlation signal and zero delay time. Since the \(\text{wm} = \pm 1\) spots partially overlap with the \(m = 0\) emission and the wave-mixing signal is mainly a cross-correlation signal with vanishing intensities at both large negative and large positive \(\Delta t\), the signal in \(m = 0\) was appropriately subtracted from that in \(\text{wm} = \pm 1\). The fit parameters presented in Table 1 are weighted means over several experimental scans using the inverse of their absolute error intervals as weight. The error intervals given in Table 1 correspond to the weighted standard deviation of the measurements.

3. Results

Figure 3 shows the experimental results obtained on the photodissociation of CH$_3$I. The molecules were excited using \(~50-70\) fs pulses centered at 267 nm and high-harmonic generation was performed by a delayed 30 fs pulse centered at 800 nm. The black curves show the intensity of the undiffracted radiation \((m = 0)\) at harmonics 9 to 15 as a function of the pump-probe delay. The red curves show the intensity in the first-order diffraction sideband \(m = \pm 1\), and the blue curve shows the signal resulting from wave mixing between the 800 and 267 nm pulses during their temporal overlap [35]. All signals have been normalised to the intensity at negative delays in \(m = 0\) of the same harmonic order, which corresponds to high-harmonic emission from molecules in the electronic ground state only. also normalized to the emission of the unexcited molecules. As discussed in the previous section, the wave-mixing signal is spatially separated from both the undiffracted and the diffracted radiation and can thus be measured separately. This feature provides an in-situ calibration of the zero pump-probe delay and a measurement of the cross-correlation time of the experiment.

The temporal evolution of the signal is qualitatively similar across the observed harmonic orders. The undiffracted signal \((m = 0)\) is found to decrease following photoexcitation in all harmonic orders. This behavior has been observed also in all
Figure 2. Typical far-field high-harmonic profiles obtained at different time delays. The color coding of the intensity is shown on the right (colored figure in the electronic version). a) At negative time delays (probe before pump pulses), only undiffracted high-harmonic emission is observed. The analysis area of \( m = 0 \) for H13 is shown. b) Around \( \Delta t = 0 \), the interaction of the probe with each of the pump pulses leads to additional emission in the \( w = \pm 1 \) and \( m = \pm 1 \) spots. The \( w = \pm 1 \) areas are shown in red for H13. c) At large positive time delays, the \( m = \pm 1 \) emission (highlighted areas for H13) results from the presence of a transient grating in the sample.

Previous experiments using TRHHS and has been shown to originate from partially destructive interference of high-harmonic emissions from excited and unexcited molecules [16]. The undiffracted signal partially recovers after the initial decrease. The depth of the signal modulation increases with harmonic order. The signal in the diffraction sidebands (\( m = \pm 1 \)) increases during the photoexcitation process and subsequently decays. The maximal value reached by the normalised signals also increases with high-harmonic order. We note that Fig. 3 only shows the early part of the dissociation dynamics but our measurements include several data sets extending to delay times of 1.5 ps which were important in determining reliable exponential time constants in our model. This is also the case for the CF\(_3\)I measurements.

Figure 4 shows the experimental results obtained on the photodissociation of CF\(_3\)I using identical conditions as for the studies of CH\(_3\)I. To our knowledge, these results are the first time-resolved measurements of the photodissociation of CF\(_3\)I from the A band. The temporal variation of the signals is qualitatively similar to the observations in CH\(_3\)I although the modulations are slower in the case of CF\(_3\)I. This observation is consistent with the expected slower dissociation dynamics of a heavier molecule when potential energy surfaces of similar shape are involved.

The variation of all observed \( m = 0 \) signals appears to be well described by a fast drop followed by a slow recovery. All \( m = \pm 1 \) signals display a fast buildup followed by a slow decay. We therefore choose the simplest possible model to describe the data and extract time constants. The temporal evolution of the diffracted signal is represented by a function that exponentially decays to an asymptotic value, convoluted with a Gaussian function

\[
I_{m=\pm 1} = \left[ \theta(t-t_e) \cdot (a + b \cdot \exp\left(-\frac{(t-t_e)}{\tau}\right)) \right] \ast \exp\left(-\frac{t^2}{2\sigma^2}\right),
\]  

(1)
where $\theta$ is the heaviside step function, $a$ and $b$ represent signal amplitudes, $\tau$ is the time constant of the exponential decay, $t_e$ is the temporal origin of the exponential function and $\sigma$ is the width parameter of the Gaussian function. The normalised signal in $m = 0$ is represented by a similar function subtracted from one:

$$I_{m=0} = \left[1 - \theta(t - t'_e) \cdot (a + b \cdot \exp(-t(t - t'_e)/\tau))\right] \ast \exp\left(-t^2/(2\sigma^2)\right). \quad (2)$$

These functions represent a purely phenomenological model that is used in the present work to extract apparent time constants from the measurements. They cannot be directly compared with those of the actual physical model, outlined in the following section, that relates the time-dependent properties of the molecule to the emitted high-harmonic radiation. We have however verified that the functions given by Eqs. (1) and (2) provide an excellent fit of the theoretical results described in the following section. Fitting Eqs. (1) and (2) to the theoretical results showed that the time constants $\tau(\')$ and $\sigma(\')$ depend on both $m$ and the harmonic order. The time constants $\tau$ and $\sigma$ as well as the amplitude factors were therefore all optimised independently. Attempts of reproducing the experimental data with a smaller number of free parameters, e.g., $t_e = t'_e = 0$ or $t_e = t'_e$ or order-independent time constants were not successful. The same holds true for the theoretical results discussed below. This aspect is further discussed in section 5.

The curves corresponding to the results of a non-linear least-squares fitting procedure of the model functions given by Eqs. (1) and (2) to the experimental data are shown in the Figs. 3 and 4. The agreement of the fitted curves with the experimental data shows that the results are well characterised by our model functions. Table 1 lists the average time constants obtained from 4–5 independent measurements.

The exponential time constants $\tau$ obtained for $m = 0$ and $m = \pm 1$ of a given harmonic order are found to agree within one standard deviation, although the time constants for $m = \pm 1$ appear to be slightly larger than those for $m = 0$. The time constants for both $m = 0$ and $m = \pm 1$ are found to increase with increasing harmonic order. All $\tau$‘s obtained from fits to $m = 0$ lie within the error margin of any of the other harmonic orders. In $m = 1$ however, the error bars are smaller, indicating a systematic increase of exponential time constants with harmonic order. Similar trends in $\tau$ are also observed for the CF$_3$I results, where the time constants $\tau$ are found to increase with increasing harmonic order but they all overlap within one standard deviation. The temporal offset $t_e$ of the exponential functions for both CH$_3$I and CF$_3$I are all negative but small and lie within the width of the cross-correlation function. The widths of the Gaussian function $\sigma$ are found to be practically constant over the harmonic orders, in both diffracted and undiffracted radiation and for both molecules.

4. Theoretical model

The A band in the photoabsorption spectrum of CH$_3$I arises from three overlapping electronic transitions that connect the ground state to the $^3Q_1$, $^3Q_0^+$ and $^1Q_1$ states [36, 37]. The largest contribution comes from a parallel transition to the $^3Q_0^+$ state that dominates absorption at 267 nm. The perpendicular transitions to the $^3Q_1$ and $^1Q_1$ states represent less than 1 % of the absorption strength [38]. Photoexcitation thus mainly accesses the $^3Q_0^+$ state that correlates with atomic iodine in the $^2P_{3/2}$ state. Following excitation at 267 nm, about 10% of the excited population undergoes a non-adiabatic transition to the $^1Q_1$ state, forming iodine atoms in the $^2P_{3/2}$ state [26].
Figure 3. High-harmonic transient grating results on the photodissociation of CH$_3$I following excitation at 267 nm. High-harmonic generation was performed by an 800 nm laser pulse polarised perpendicularly to the excitation pulses. The four panels show the measured signals in several harmonic orders of $m = 0$ (left scale) and the averaged signals of $m = \pm 1$ and $wm = \pm 1$ (right scale), normalised to the signal in $m = 0$ at negative delays. Fitted curves according to Eqs. (1) and (2) for the $m = 0$ and $m = \pm 1$ traces are shown as thin grey lines.

Table 1. Fit parameters extracted from the experimental data on CH$_3$I and CF$_3$I for undiffracted ($m = 0$) and diffracted ($m = \pm 1$) high-harmonic signals using Eqs. (1) and (2). The error intervals indicate the standard deviation of four (CH$_3$I) and those marked with *) respectively five (remaining CF$_3$I data) measurements.

The origin of time is defined by the maximum wave mixing signal ($wm = \pm 1$) at harmonic 11.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Harmonic No.</th>
<th>CH$_3$I</th>
<th>CF$_3$I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\tau_{m=0}$ / fs</td>
<td>$\tau_{m=\pm 1}$ / fs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>91(\pm 40)</td>
<td>101(\pm 16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>105(\pm 51)</td>
<td>119(\pm 31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>117(\pm 57)</td>
<td>149(\pm 36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>135(\pm 56)</td>
<td>136(\pm 34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$t_{e,m=0}$ / fs</td>
<td>$t_{e,m=\pm 1}$ / fs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>-19(\pm 9)</td>
<td>-11(\pm 6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>-21(\pm 9)</td>
<td>-17(\pm 7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>-25(\pm 12)</td>
<td>-17(\pm 10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>-32(\pm 11)</td>
<td>-16(\pm 8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\sigma_{m=0}$ / fs</td>
<td>$\sigma_{m=\pm 1}$ / fs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>43(\pm 10)</td>
<td>41(\pm 8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>45(\pm 15)</td>
<td>39(\pm 17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>45(\pm 20)</td>
<td>33(\pm 26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>46(\pm 20)</td>
<td>30(\pm 23)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We have recently formulated general expressions relating the properties of a time-dependent excited-state wave packet to the intensities of high-harmonic emission in both collinear and in transient-grating geometries [21]. The total wave function of a photoexcited molecule can be written in terms of a sum of products of electronic wave functions $\phi$ and nuclear wave functions $\chi$ of the electronic ground state ($g$)
and a set of electronically excited states (i)

\[ \Psi(r, R, t) = c_g(t)\phi_g(r; R)\chi_g(R) + \sum_i c_i(t)\phi_i(r; R)\chi_i(R, t), \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where \( r \) and \( R \) represent the electronic and nuclear coordinates, respectively, and \( t \) is the time elapsed since photoexcitation. The excited state fraction \( r \) is given by the coefficients of the superposition state \( r = 1 - |c_g|^2 = \sum_i |c_i|^2 \) and \( |c_i|^2 = r_i \). Atomic units are used in this section unless otherwise indicated. The electric field describing high-harmonic emission from this superposition state, that is assumed to evolve on a time scale \( t \) much slower than the period of the laser-field oscillation, is given by a coherent sum of the XUV radiation emitted from the different electronic states [21]

\[ E_{XUV}(\Omega, t) = (1 - r(t))d_g(\Omega) + \sum_i r_i(t)d_i(\Omega, t), \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where \( d_i(\Omega, t) \) is the time-dependent complex spectral representation of high-harmonic emission at photon energy \( \Omega \) for the neutral molecular wave packet in the electronic state \( i \). The \( d_i(\Omega, t) \) can be calculated for each wave packet in a diabatic electronic basis as [21]

\[ d_i(\Omega, t) = \int dR|\chi_i(R, t)|^2 \sqrt{I^{if}(R)d_f^*(R, \Omega)} e^{-i\phi_{tot}(R, \Omega)}, \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where the sum runs over the accessible states \( f \) of the cation. \( I^{if} \) is the rate of emission.
strong-field ionisation from the neutral state \( i \) to the cation state \( f \), \( 
abla f \) the corresponding ionisation potential and \( d_{\tau}^f \) the corresponding complex photorecombination matrix element. Since both \( \nabla^f \) and \( d_{\tau}^f \) depend on the molecular orientation with respect to the polarization of the generating laser pulse, we use here the product \( \sqrt{\nabla^f(R)d_{\tau}^f(R,\Omega)} \) which we assume to have been averaged over the relevant molecular axis distribution. The term \( e^{-i\phi_{\text{Tot}}(R,\Omega)} \) arises from the propagation of the electronic wave packet in the laser field \([47, 48]\). The phase \( \phi_{\text{Tot}}(R,\Omega) \) accumulated during high-harmonic generation from an electronically excited state relative to the ground state can be approximated by \( (\nabla_{m}^{f}(R) - \nabla_{p}^{f})\tau(\Omega) \) when \( \Omega \gg I_{p} \) [48]. Since low harmonic orders are measured in the present work, we rather use the complete expression for the high-harmonic phase for each state [47]. On this basis, assuming a \( \delta \)-like probe pulse, the intensities of high-harmonic emission in \( m = 0 \) and \( m = \pm 1 \) can be calculated as follows

\[
I_{m=0}(\Omega, t) = \left| (1 - r(t))d_{g}(\Omega) + \sum_{i} r_{i}(t)d_{i}(\Omega, t) \right|^{2} \tag{6}
\]

\[
I_{m=\pm 1}(\Omega, t) = \frac{1}{4} \left| \sum_{i} r_{i}(t)(d_{i}(\Omega, t) - d_{g}(\Omega)) \right|^{2} . \tag{7}
\]

A complete theoretical description of TRHHS experiments of the photodissociation of \( \text{CH}_{3}\text{I} \) according to the above equations would require 9-dimensional potential energy surfaces of the \( ^{3}Q_{0^{+}}, ^{1}Q_{1} \) and \( ^{3}Q_{1} \) states of the neutral molecule and the \( \tilde{X}^{+}, \tilde{A}^{+} \) and \( \tilde{B}^{+} \) states of the cation and 9-dimensional non-adiabatic wave packet calculations. Dyson orbitals, strong-field ionisation rates and photorecombination matrix elements [20, 49, 50] would then be needed for the molecular geometries relevant to the dissociation pathway to finally provide the expected high-harmonic signals. Although 9-dimensional wave-packet calculations have recently been reported [51], the calculation of the other required quantities is currently an active area of research [52–56].

We therefore turn to a much simpler theoretical model that only takes into account the variation of the high-harmonic phase along the dissociation pathway [15]. High-harmonic transient grating spectroscopy has indeed been shown to be much more sensitive to phase than to amplitude modulations [57]. A quantitative derivation of the diffraction efficiencies of high-harmonic phase and amplitude gratings has been given in Ref. [10]. We further simplify the excited-state dynamics to wave packet propagation on the \( ^{3}Q_{0^{+}} \) electronically excited state only, given that it accounts for up to 90\% of the excited-state population [24, 26]. In the case of \( \text{CF}_{3}\text{I} \), between 88 and 100 \% of the atomic iodine fragments are produced in the \( ^{2}P_{1/2} \) state [58, 59].

Equations (6) and (7) are therefore simplified by replacing the sum over \( i \) with a single electronically excited state (the \( ^{3}Q_{0^{+}} \) state) designated with the subscript \( e \) and we use the same normalisation as in the experimental results, i.e. we factorize out the emission intensity of the unexcited molecules and define \( \tilde{d}_{e}(\Omega, t) = d_{e}(\Omega, t)/d_{g}(\Omega) \). In our calculations we thus use the expressions

\[
I_{m=0}(\Omega, t) = \left| \tilde{d}_{g}(\Omega) \right|^{2} \left| 1 - r(t) + r(t)\tilde{d}_{e}(\Omega, t) \right|^{2} \tag{8}
\]

\[
I_{m=\pm 1}(\Omega, t) = \left| \tilde{d}_{g}(\Omega) \right|^{2} \frac{r(t)^{2}}{4} \left| \tilde{d}_{e}(\Omega, t) - 1 \right|^{2} , \tag{9}
\]
where

\[
\tilde{d}_e(\Omega, t) = \int d\mathbf{R} |\chi_e(\mathbf{R}, t)|^2 e^{-i(\phi_{\text{tot}, e}(\mathbf{R}, \Omega) - \phi_{\text{tot}, g}(\Omega))}.
\]  

(10)

These expressions are evaluated using nuclear wave packets \(\chi_e(\mathbf{R}, t)\) obtained by solving the one-dimensional time-dependent Schrödinger equation using the split-operator technique [60] along the dissociation pathway on the \(3Q_0^+\) surface. We include the explicit interaction with a 50-fs resonant photoexcitation pulse, but neglect the temporal broadening imparted by the probe pulse. Our wave packet calculations use a temporal step of 50 as and a grid with a spatial step of 0.007 Å. The potential energy curve of the \(3Q_0^+\) state as a function of the C-I bond length with all other internal coordinates relaxed was taken from Ref. [39]. The time-dependent wave packet and the potential energy curves shown in Fig. 5 serve as input to calculate the high-harmonic intensities according to Eqs. (8-10).

The results of these calculations, shown in Fig. 6, reproduce the qualitative temporal evolution of all measured signals and reflect all observed trends. The signal in \(m = 0\) is observed to decrease during excitation and to subsequently recover to an asymptotic level that decreases with increasing high-harmonic order. The diffracted signal (\(m = \pm 1\)) is found to increase during excitation to reach a maximum that increases with harmonic order and is delayed with respect to zero time delay. The diffracted signal subsequently decays to an asymptotic value that also increases with harmonic order. These observations are all in good agreement with the experimental data shown in Fig. 3. Moreover, the relative intensity of the diffracted radiation in the range of \(2-10 \times 10^{-3}\) is in quantitative agreement with the experiment. We thus conclude that the variation of the high-harmonic phase along the dissociation pathway is one of the dominant effects probed by the experiment. The most significant discrepancy between experiment and theory is the time scale of the signal variations which is slower in the experimental than in the theoretical results. A fitting procedure of Eqs. (1) and (2) to the theoretical results shown in Fig. 6 provides an excellent reproduction of the calculated curves with exponential time constants that are however much shorter than those observed in the experiment. A similar result has been previously obtained in studies of the photodissociation of Br\(_2\) [16]. We discuss and interpret this result in the following section.

The theoretical model presented here is extremely simplified because it considers only one dimension of the wave-packet motion, it includes only the \(3Q_0^+\) state of the neutral molecule and the \(X^+ \ 2\Pi_{3/2}\) state of the cation and finally, it ignores also the variation of both the ionization rate and the photorecombination matrix elements with the molecular geometry. Nevertheless, this simple model reproduces the main features of the experiment, both the qualitative variation of the measured intensities and the trends in the observed signal levels. Our time-dependent wave packet in the \(3Q_0^+\) state is in good agreement with the results of a 4-dimensional calculation reported in Ref. [26]. In the future, our model will be improved by performing wave packet calculations in higher, ideally full dimensionality (9D) as recently reported [51], calculating strong-field ionisation rates and photorecombination matrix elements for the relevant geometries and extending the model to include the lowest-lying electronic states of the cation. According to detailed calculations of the potential energy surfaces of the cation, excited electronic states will almost certainly play a role in the region of C-I internuclear separations above 4 Å where the \(\tilde{X}^+, \tilde{A}^+\) and \(B^+\) states intersect and lie within 2 eV of the \(\tilde{X}^+\) electronic ground state of the cation [46].
Figure 6. Normalised calculated high-harmonic intensities in $m = 0$ and $m = \pm 1$ for CH$_3$I according to the theoretical model described in the text using a pump pulse of 50-fs duration centered at 267 nm and a peak intensity of the probe pulse of $1.5 \times 10^{14}$ W/cm$^2$. The nuclear wave packet is taken from a one-dimensional propagation on the $^1$Q$_{0+}$ surface and strong-field ionisation to the $\tilde{X}^2E_{3/2}$ surface of the cation is included in the calculation.

5. Discussion

The time constants obtained from the present experiments on the photodissociation of CH$_3$I overlap with the 125 fs measured by Zewail and co-workers using time-resolved KETO spectroscopy [25]. That technique measures the appearance of a fragment as a step function, the centre of which is defined as the appearance time. In contrast TRHHSS measures the variation of the high-harmonic signal of a transient species until it reaches the asymptotic signal level. The KETO technique relies on resonant few-photon ionisation of the fragments. It therefore measures the time scale on which the nascent fragment develops the electronic absorption spectrum of the isolated fragment. Along the same reasoning, TRHHSS can be described as measuring the time scale on which the transient species develop the high-harmonic emission spectrum of the isolated fragments. In the case of CH$_3$I, our results thus suggest that the time scale for the development of the high-harmonic emission spectra of the isolated fragments is consistent overall with the development of the absorption spectra of isolated fragments. This result is intuitive considering that high-harmonic generation is an electronic process which is therefore particularly sensitive to the electronic structure of the molecules. The similar time scales extracted from KETO and TRHH spectroscopies can thus be rationalised as the time scales for the development of the electronic structure of the free fragments.

The comparison of our experimental and theoretical results shows that the effect of the coordinate-dependent ionisation potential on the phase of the high-harmonic emission is very pronounced and qualitatively explains the main observations. However, the time scales for the development of the isolated fragment emission are slower in the experiment than in the calculations. Moreover, although the time constants determined for different harmonic orders overlap within 1 standard deviation, a systematic trend of increasing time constants is observed with increasing order. A similar result has previously been obtained in Br$_2$, but the time constants were not determined [15]. The present observations suggest a variation of the photorecombination matrix elements that extends to large dissociation coordinates. The weak order dependence of the time constants could originate from a higher sensitivity of the photorecombination matrix element to the nuclear configuration, as might be expected from the shorter de-Broglie wavelength of the recombining electron.

In addition, the slower time scale of the experiment and the weak order dependence could also be related to the presence of photofragments within the extension of the continuum electron trajectories that range from 1.6 Å for H9 to 4.5 Å for
H15 under the conditions of the present experiment. These effects should however be small in the experiments reported here because the electron trajectories mainly unfold perpendicular to the C-I axis.

6. Conclusions and Outlook

We have applied time-resolved high-harmonic spectroscopy to the photodissociation of CH$_3$I and CF$_3$I following excitation to their respective A bands. Time constants for the development of the high-harmonic spectra of the free fragments have been determined. In the case of CH$_3$I, the time constants are consistent with the time scale of appearance of the methyl fragment determined by the KETO method [25]. The global temporal variation of the observed signals has been explained in terms of the variation of the vertical ionisation potential along the reaction pathway. This simple model however underestimates the observed time scales. A weak dependence of the time constants on the harmonic order was observed and tentatively attributed to an order-dependent sensitivity of the photorecombination matrix elements to the nuclear configuration. In the case of CF$_3$I, we have reported the first time-resolved measurement of the A-band photodissociation. The time constants measured by high-harmonic spectroscopy fall within the 150-350 fs interval for the photodissociation time inferred from fragment anisotropies in Ref. [30]. In the near future, the temporal resolution of the experiment will be improved using temporally compressed 267 nm pulses to study the dynamics at the conical intersection that is expected to be reached $\sim$20 fs after photoexcitation. The measurements will also be extended to oriented CH$_3$I molecules [11], which should reveal the time scale on which the molecular asymmetry is lost along the dissociation pathway leading to planar CH$_3$ and atomic iodine.
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